How do you want the land to be used? Name as many uses as you like.
With new school construction, how much will the land for open space, urban Ag, ecological
restoration or environmental education be diminished from the existing 11 acres?
How long will the new plan be used? How many years?
Who will decide how the land will be master planned? What is the official process? When will it
be implemented?
Does your district have a grant writing team?
Does your district have an outdoor curriculum specialist? What is his/her training? Is there a
team involved in developing project based learning activities for outdoor classrooms?
If you do have district staff who is knowledgeable about outdoor learning or project based
learning, would they be willing to work with a team of designers who could design programs for
implementation? How could this collaboration work?
How soon are you willing to begin working on an implementation plan for the site?
How much community engagement do you want in this land use project? Do you know when?
At the beginning of the planning process? During design and implementation?
As community members during long term stewardship?
Have you thought about a structure for this kind of community engagement? A business
model? A training model? An education model? A research model?A sustainable urban land
use model?
Do you have a community development officer?
Does your district collaborate with local non profits? How does this process work? Have these
types of local collaborations been successful?
Have you ever mastered planned 11 acres of urban land? What kinds of experiences do you
have where you have been directly engaged in land use? Describe your experience.
Have you ever managed a regenerative farm model? Do you know what a regenerative farm is?
Do you know the difference between a regenerative farm, an organic farm, a permaculture food
forest and a Big Ag farm model?
Do you know how many people can be fed if 11 acres are farmed using regenerative farming
methods?

Who are your outstanding community partners with the School district? Of these groups, how
many are interested in the farm?
Which groups have been directly involved with Full Circle Farm since its inception? What has
their role been?
What is the most successful part of the farm over the last 10 years?
Is one person or group more responsible for this success than any other?
What are the most negative things that have happened to the farm over the last 10 years?
Why do you believe more progress hasn't been made during the last 10 years?
Do you have strong corp partners? Local govt partners? Would they support a sustainable
urban land use model? How would they express support? Can you name 5 ways?
Name 10 local leaders and their affiliations who may want to be involved in a new plan.
On a scale of 1-10, how much are you committed to creating a sustainable urban land use plan
that could be a model for 10,000 schools in California?
Do you think this is possible?

